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The God of Renewal
And now for a little while grace has been shown 
from the LORD our God…that our God may 
enlighten our eyes and give us a measure of 
revival…Yet our God did not forsake us…but He 
extended mercy to us…to revive us, to repair 
the house of our God, to rebuild ….

Ezra 9:8-9





Be strong in the Lord and in His mighty 
power. Put on the full armor of God so 
that you can take your stand against the 
devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not 
against flesh and blood, but against the 
rulers, against the authorities, against 
the powers of this dark world and 
against the spiritual forces of evil in the 
heavenly realms.

Ephesians 6: 10-18

Spiritual Warfare



Spiritual Warfare
Satan’s Simple Strategies

1. To effectively alienate and                             
sever a husband’s 
relationship with his wife.

2. To effectively alienate and                             
sever a father’s relationship                             
with his children.

Point Man (Farrar, 1990)



Marriage Breakers: 
Why Marriages Need Remodeling

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

2. The fatigue factor: “It’s not pressing anymore.”

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.” 

4. The change factor:  “That’s just the way I am.”

5. The control factor:  “Love is diminished.”

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Our relationship is like any couple who has been 
married this long; it’s comfortable like an old pair of 
shoes…not worn out, uh, stretched out, broken in. 
Besides, comfortable                                                 
last forever. What’s                                               
wrong with that? 

Jill replies, “Everything!”                   



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

You husbands in the same way, 
live with your wives in an 
understanding way… and show 
her honor as a fellow heir of the 
grace of life, so that your prayers 
will not be hindered.                                          

I Peter 3:7 (NASB)



Love grows out of an 
attitude of honor.

Smalley & Trent



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 



Marriage Breakers: 
Family Feud

Top five answers on the board: Things a 
husband or wife does to dishonor or disrespect 
their spouse. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

Application: I feel honored or respected when 
you _________ (fill in the blank with a behavior).



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

Brick #2:  Courtship/Emotional Bonding



Romance Deficiency Syndrome

If there was more courtship in 
marriage, there would be fewer 
marriages in court.



Romance Deficiency Syndrome

Affection is the single 
most important ingredient 
that is blended 
throughout the many 
changes produced by 
time and circumstance.  It 
is the common bond that 
gives heart and strength 
to the shared life.                    

D. Mace, 1983



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #2: Courtship/Emotional Bonding 

Application: Rate on a scale of 1 (barely has a 
pulse) to 10 (lovey dovey):
A. How affectionate I am toward my spouse?
B. How affectionate my spouse is toward me?



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

Brick #2:  Courtship/Emotional Bonding

Brick #3:  Caring Deeds



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #3:  Caring Deeds 

Application: I feel cared for when you 
__________ (fill in the blank with a behavior).



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

Emotional bonding comes in the hundreds 
of little things that we do for another 
person. Smalley & Trent



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

Small deeds done are better than great  
deeds planned.

Peter Marshall
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Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

Brick #2:  Courtship/Emotional Bonding

Brick #3:  Caring Deeds

2. The fatigue factor: “It’s not pressing 
anymore.”
Brick #4  IRT 
Brick #5  Recreation/Fun



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

I have decided that your wife really knows that 
you are devoted to her when you give her the 
message in no uncertain way: I can not think of 
anyone else I would rather have fun with than 
you. Gordon MacDonald



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

2. The fatigue factor:  “It’s not pressing anymore.”

Brick #5:  Recreation/Fun 

Application: What are some of your favorite    
fun things to do just as a couple?



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

1. The familiarity factor:  “It’s not new anymore.”

Brick #1:  Honor 

Brick #2:  Courtship

Brick #3:  Caring Deeds

2. The fatigue factor: “It’s not pressing anymore.”
Brick #4  IRT 
Brick #5  Recreation /Fun
Brick #6  A Balanced Life Style







Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

Our society has become schizophrenic. 
We prize people who want balance in 
their lives, but reward those who work 
themselves to death.



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

We will be remembered as the “Generation that 
tried to do too much.” Why? Maybe its because 
as we juggle all our disparate parts what we are 
really seeking is a connection, with our own 
lives, and with each other. We figure if we keep 
piling it on, acceptance and a feeling of 
belonging will follow.



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

Spiritual bankruptcy is the final symptom of 
workaholism; it usually heralds a dead end.  It 
means you have nothing left. This aspect of 
workaholism is the most terrifying. It is 
frightening to be out of touch with a power 
greater than yourself.



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

2. The fatigue factor:  “It’s not pressing anymore.”

Brick #6:  A Balanced Lifestyle 

Application: How would you rate your current 
ability to lead a balanced life style from one 
(life is utter chaos) to ten (finally made it)?



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy
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The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

Marriage involves two imperfect people 
entering into a committed relationship 
diligently pursuing intimacy under the 
rule of God.



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

The Story of David and Becky



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

Many men take injury upon injury from their 
wives and children, and just hide the blood. 
They quickly cover the wounds from sight of 
others, but the painful injuries do not disappear 
simply because they are hidden. If anything, 
they fester and grow deeper as more jabs and 
punches are aimed at the unhealed wounds.

Heart of the Warrior (O’Donnell & Morris, 1993)



One man said that taking the role of spiritual 
leader for his wife equates for him with 
standing to speak in front of a large audience 
with no pants on. Why? Because his wife 
knows all his failures, all his weaknesses, and 
as he said, “seems to have a special gland 
that helps her recall these failures in an 
instant when I fail again.” Therefore, why try to 
change the status quo? Why risk ridicule or 
lack of support from your wife and possibly 
even your children?

Heart of the Warrior (O’Donnell & Morris, 1993)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

We can see a part of us that can be easily 
crushed. And of all the people in this world, who 
knows better than a man’s wife how to crush his 
ego?

Heart of the Warrior 

(O’Donnell & Morris, 1993)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

In fact, it’s often a man’s own wife whose arrows 
hold the most potent poison because she knows 
his biggest weaknesses—and is close enough 
to take perfect aim. 

Heart of the Warrior 

(O’Donnell & Morris, 1993)



You hold the words of life for your 
husband! Even if he seems nonchalant 
about your feelings, even if he doesn’t 
seem concerned about your approval—
he is. He just doesn’t know how to 
admit it without feeling overly 
vulnerable.

Heart of the Warrior
(O’Donnell & Morris, 1993)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”

When we expect perfection out of marriage, 
we are setting ourselves up for disaster. 
Marriage means tortuous work and a 
predictable routine; that’s what you should
expect. Indeed a successful marriage has 
little to do with sustained bliss, and everything 
to do with surrendering to the grind.

Iris Krasnow



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.” 
Brick #7: Forgiveness



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #7: Forgiveness

How do you forgive the                                       
unforgivable and love the                 
unlovable?

Jesus was crucified by 
those who were suppose to 
love him the most.





The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #7: Forgiveness

Can I devote myself to a person who is far from 
perfect but who wants to share a common life 
with me? Will I choose to love a person 
because he/she is perfect or because he/she is, 
through and through, who he/she is? Real 
devotion begins the day I accept my 
husband/wife as a wonderful, lovable sinner.

Gordon MacDonald



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #7: Forgiveness

Application: Pray for the                              
ability to acknowledge                                     
our wrongs and to both                                          
ask for and extend                             
forgiveness.



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #9: Commitment



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.” 
Brick #9: Commitment

“Your still you, and I love you!”
(Dana Reeve, wife of Christopher Reeve)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #8: Commitment



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.” 
Brick #8: Commitment

“Your still you, and I love 
you!”

(Dana Reeve, wife of Christopher 
Reeve, following his equestrian 
accident)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.” 
Brick #8: Commitment

“Family solidarity takes hard work, much imagination 
and constant self-criticism on the part of all the 
members…. A successful marriage is not one in which 
two people, beautifully matched, find each other and 
get along happily ever after… ”

Elton Trueblood



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

3. The flaw factor:  “It’s not easy.”
Brick #8: Commitment

“…It is, instead, a means by which persons who are 
sinful and contentious are so caught by a dream bigger 
than themselves that they work throughout the years, 
in spite of repeated disappointment, to make the dream 
come true.”

Elton Trueblood



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor:  “That’s just the 
way I am.” 



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor: “That’s just the way I am.” 

Don’t give me “that’s just the way I am,” 
as best I recall God is the only “I AM” 
being, the rest of us are called to become 
something other than what we are!



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor: “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

But who can endure the day of his coming? Who can 
stand when he appears? For he will be like a refiner’s 
fire or a launderer’s soap. He will sit as a refiner and 
purifier of silver; he will purify the Levites and refine 
them like gold and silver. Then the Lord will have men 
who will bring offerings in righteousness.

(Malachi 3:2-3)



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor:  “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

“Perseverance must finish its work so that 
you may be mature and complete, not 
lacking anything.”

James 1:4



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor: “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

“Let us purify ourselves from everything that 
contaminates body and spirit, perfecting 
holiness out of reverence for God.”

2 Corinthians 7:1



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor: “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

“The state of marriage is one that requires 
more virtue and constancy than any other…. 
In spite of the bitter nature of its juice; you 
may be able to draw and make the honey of 
a holy life.”

Francis DeSales



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor:  “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

“God worked in my life to change attitudes of 
bitterness, embarrassment, and resentment into 
attitudes of grace, love, and hope.  These new 
attitudes developed out of pain, self-sacrifice, and a 
little creativity.  God accomplished this by walking 
with me through the hard times I longed to control but 
could not.  As I prayed and sought wisdom and 
courage….”

Dr. Cathy Carpenter



The Marriage Crucible: How God Designed 
Marriage to Make You Holy

4. The change factor:  “That’s just the way I am.” 
Brick #9: A willingness to be transformed.

Application: Have conversations this week regarding 
how you can make positive and specific changes in 
your own behavior which would help the two of you 
have a relationship cast in holiness and righteousness 
and which honors God’s design and desire for your 
marriage.



The Marriage Crucible: You Also Should 
Wash One Another’s Feet
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The Marriage Crucible: You Also Should 
Wash One Another’s Feet

5. The control factor: “Love is diminished.”

To the extent that power is the prevailing force 
(focus) in a relationship—whether between 
husband and wife or parent and child, between 
friends or between colleagues—to that extent 
love is diminished. 

Ronald V. Sampson, 

The Psychology of 
Power



The Marriage Crucible: You Also Should 
Wash One Another’s Feet

5. The control factor: “Love is diminished.”
Brick #11: Mutual Submission

Submission: to commit                                
something to the                                      
consideration or judgment                                        
of another; to yield to the                                   
opinion of another.



The Marriage Crucible: You Also Should 
Wash One Another’s Feet

5. The control factor:  “Love is diminished.”
Brick #11: Mutual Submission

Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ. 
Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands as 
you do unto the Lord…Husbands, love your wives, 
just as Christ loved the church and game himself up 
for her…(Eph. 5: 21-25)



The Marriage Crucible: You Also Should 
Wash One Another’s Feet

5. The control factor:  “Love is diminished.”
Brick #11: Mutual Submission

When it comes right down to it, there are only two 
words a man has to remember about leading his wife, 
“just as.” Husbands, love your wives just as Christ 
loved his church and gave himself up for her.
Jesus demonstrated his love and personal power by 
washing his disciples feet…submission.



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”
Brick #11: Spiritual Intimacy



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”
Brick #11: Spiritual Intimacy

This long period of involvement in spiritual 
leadership would lead one to believe that it must be 
the same in my home. That I have always found it 
easy to lead my family through the exercises of 
worship, devotion, and prayer. But nothing of the 
sort has been true….Just because one can do these 
things in public is no guarantee that they can be 
done as easily in private. 

Gordon MacDonald



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”
Brick #12: Spiritual Intimacy

In ways that I’m not sure I’m smart enough to 
explain or understand, it is hard to “pastor” someone 
you make love to, argue with about money, the kids, 
or the calendar. “Pastoring” the person who sees 
your dirty underwear, has been there when you hit 
you thumb with a hammer and when you have 
thrown up in the toilet, is not an easy matter.

Gordon MacDonald



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”
Brick #12: Spiritual Intimacy

Your wife and mine want to know where we’re at as 
we navigate through life at the deep spiritual levels. 
Are we in touch with God, are we prepared to offer 
the kind of leadership that helps them to know God? 
Or must they go it alone?

Gordon MacDonald



Marriage Makers: 
The Bricks of Construction

6. The faith factor:  “It’s not enough.”
Brick #12: Spiritual Intimacy

Application: Why do men often find it difficult to be 
spiritual leaders or spiritually intimate with their wife 
beyond participation in church activities?



Marriage Makers: 
My Prayer For You

May you rejoice in the wife/husband
of your youth, may you ever be 
captivated by her/his love.
(Prov. 5:18-21)
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